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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two ports are used by a transport node to communicate
with the management and control planes in NSX-T Data Center
3.0? (Choose two.)
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
E. 4
Answer: B,D
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Answer: B
Explanation:
Below are the steps you need to perform in this scenario.
Refer the link mentioned in the reference section.
Download the installation file for the Azure Site Recovery
Provider
To set up the source environment, you create a Hyper-V site and
add to that site the Hyper-V hosts containing VMs that you want
to replicate. Then, you download and install the Azure Site
Recovery Provider and the Azure Recovery Services agent on each
host, and register the Hyper-V site in the vault.
Download the vault registration key
Download the Vault registration key. You need this when you
install the Provider. The key is valid for five days after you
generate it.
Install the Azure Site Recovery Provider on Host1.
Install the downloaded setup file
(AzureSiteRecoveryProvider.exe) on each Hyper-V host that you
want to add to the Hyper-V site. Setup installs the Azure Site
Recovery Provider and Recovery Services agent on each Hyper-V
host.
Register the server
In Registration, after the server is registered in the vault,
select Finish.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/hyper-v-az
ure-tutorial

NEW QUESTION: 3

HOTSPOT
Answer:
Explanation:
Admin1: Contoso\Domain Admins
Admin2: Child2\Server Operators

NEW QUESTION: 4
You have the Azure key vaults shown in the following table.
KV1 stores a secret named Secret1 and a key for a managed
storage account named Key1.
You back up Secret1 and Key1.
To which key vaults can you restore each backup? To answer,
select the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
The backups can only be restored to key vaults in the same
subscription and same geography. You can restore to a different
region in the same geography.
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